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Geologists are scientists who study rocks to 
help us to understand the processes which 
build the earth. Earth Scientists study all of 
the earth, its systems and its atmosphere. 
As you can imagine this is a pretty big topic 
which covers all sorts of different things from 
the ocean floor to the clouds above our 
heads.

Anjana Khatwa currently works on the 
Jurassic coast where she engages and 
excites local communities with geology 
and fossils. In the past Anjana worked in 
Antarctica where she studied glaciers and 
collected evidence to understand how humans are driving climate emergency. To learn more 
about how glaciers can help us learn about past global temperature, click here!

Now, as well as working in community engagement and presenting on TV, she is an advocate 
for an increase of diversity in Earth Sciences and the outdoors in general and works to 
engage people from all backgrounds in Geology. 

Why Anjana studied Earth Science
“I was fascinated with the stories that rocks could 
tell us about past environments that are now long 

gone. I love unravelling the hidden mysteries of 
landscapes”

What to know more about Anjana?
Check out her YouTube 
channel here!

Become a fossil hunter too!
Anjana regularly goes looking for fossils near her home in Dorset 
but not all of us are lucky enough to have a good place for fossil 
hunting close to home. Use our guide on the next page to learn 
how to become and urban fossil hunter and find the remains of 
ancient animals in the buildings of our cities. 

Dr Anjana Khatwa: Geologist and Earth Scientist

https://www.flipsnack.com/dynamicearth/ice-cores/full-view.html
https://www.youtube.com/c/DrAnjanaKhatwa/videos
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How are fossils made?
Fossils are made when an animal or plant is trapped under layers of sediment (like mud or 
sand) over time, if the conditions are right the minerals in the sediment slowly replace the 
different parts of the plant or animal. Usually, it is just the hard parts which are preserved like 
this, that’s why we usually find lots of shells and bones. Sometimes if we are lucky softer parts 
get preserved too!

What you need:
There is no special equipment needed but some or all of these things would be useful if you 
have them!

• A magnifying glass (to get a closer look at your fossils)
• A notebook and pencil (to record and sketch your finds)
• A camera (to photograph your finds)
• A map (to record where you found your fossils)

What to do:
1. Explore your town or 

city to find buildings or 
paving which might 
have fossils. You will 
have most luck with 
buildings made of 
sedimentary rocks like 
sandstone or limestone. 
Look for older buildings 
and pavements 
made with stone and 
make sure you avoid 
those made of brick or 
concrete. Make sure 
you look carefully 
because the fossils 
might be small, broken 
up or squished so can 
be quite hard to see.

2. Record your finds 
by sketching, 
photographing, writing 
descriptions of or by 
marking where you 
found your fossils on a 
map.

Limestone Sandstone

Brick Concrete
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Edinburgh’s Fossils
The Dynamic Earth team headed out to see what we could find around Edinburgh and here 
are some highlights! There are plenty of other fossils you might find which look totally different 
to ours- if you find any then please take photos and share them with us on social media by 
tagging us and using the hashtag #DynamicEarthOnline

Belemnites: 
These are long thin 
cylindrical fossils often 
narrower or forked at 
one end and dark 
in colour. They are 
the internal skeleton 
of ancient squid-like 
creatures.

Ammonites: 
These are an extinct kind of shellfish which 
come in lots of different sizes from millimetres 
to almost a meter across. They will appear 
almost the same colour as the rest of the 
rock but will often have some coloured 
crystals trapped in some of its segments.

Bivalves: 
These are shellfish which come in two halves. 
There are many different kinds of bivalve and 
you commonly find them on a beach. You 
probably won’t find both halves but will see 
the serrated edges. Again they can be lots of 
different sizes.

Image 
credit: 
Dmitry 

Bogdanov, 
CC BY-SA 
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Sponges: 
Sea sponges not bath sponges. These are 
amazing animal which live in the sea and 
are usually fixed to the sea bed. They take 
in food though holes called pores which 
you might be able to see in fossils or might 
just show up like wiggly lines.

Fish: 
It’s fairly rare to get whole fish preserved 
because they get broken up and rot 
away. You might get bones or skeleton 
remains or like us you might see some 
scales. In Edinburgh like lots of other 
places in the UK the pavements are 
made of Caithness flagstones which 
have lots of fish fossils if you look 
carefully! This is a lungfish and as you 
can see it doesn’t look very much like a 
fish anymore!

If you are in Edinburgh you 
can use this map to see all 
the fossils our team have 
found in the city and try to 
find them for yourself. Don’t 
worry if you find it difficult 
some are harder to spot than 
others!

Image credit: Mitch Ames, 
CC BY-SA 4.0

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1hgxGIfFdYZaLNaB0YrLowT9nSwcOcTNN&usp=sharing

